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Abstract—– In the context of a progressive component
virtualization for energetic assessments in variable speed and
load operations, this paper presents a methodology for
computing the efficiency maps of three-phase induction motors.
The proposed approach is based on the conventional machine
equivalent circuit to quickly obtain a set of efficiency maps at
different machine temperatures and supply voltage levels. The
well-known no-load and locked-rotor tests are used to determine
the motor parameters at different frequencies and voltages,
taking into account the machine nonlinearities and the iron
losses. The approach has been validated on an 11 kW, 4 poles,
50 Hz induction motor tested in different operating conditions.
Keywords— induction motor, efficiency maps, locked-rotor
test, no-load test, iron losses, magnetic saturation, virtualization.

I.
INTRODUCTION
In the energy transition pathway towards more efficient
and carbon-free solutions, the electrification of a wide range
of applications represents a sustainable way to achieve these
goals [1]. This paradigm shift involves a substantial redesign
of several already engineered systems, and their accurate
energetic assessment is of primary importance [2]-[4]. From
an engineering standpoint, components virtualization is a
sustainable approach to perform comprehensive simulations
of complex systems, also considering variable load profiles
[5]. This allows markedly reducing the need for expensive and
time consuming testing activities. Focusing on electrical
machines, different virtualization alternatives can be
considered depending on the required outputs and modeling
constraints, such as simulation time and accuracy [6]. For
energetic evaluations, models based on machine losses and
efficiency usually represent the most convenient solution [7].
Different complexity levels can be considered for the
energetic model depending on the load profile. For a fixed
working point, a constant efficiency value can conveniently
represent the components’ energetic behavior. However, for
variable operations in wide torque-speed ranges, an approach
based on efficiency maps is usually adopted [8], [9].
Induction motor (IM) manufacturers usually provides
efficiency information only for few working points. Rarely
they provide efficiency maps. Moreover, even if efficiency
maps are provided, they are typically referred to a specific
machine temperature and for a defined supply voltage. While
this level of information may be sufficient for machines
operated at fixed working point, it may not be enough accurate
when variable operations in wide torque-speed ranges are
considered. Indeed, in these cases the terminal voltage as well
as the machine temperature can assume very different values
in function of the required torque and speed profiles.
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This paper presents a methodology for computing
efficiency maps of three-phase induction motors for different
machine temperature and supply voltage values. In detail, the
proposed approach is based on the IM equivalent circuit,
which parameters can be easily obtained by the conventional
no-load and locked-rotor tests executed at the different
voltages and frequencies of interest. The sets of machine
parameters measured at the different voltage and frequency
levels allow modeling the effects of the magnetic saturation
and iron losses for all the working points in the torque/speed
plane. Then, multiple efficiency maps are obtained solving the
equivalent circuit in steady-state conditions, considering the
temperature impacts on the stator and rotor resistances. The
analytical model has been developed in rotor flux-oriented
(d,q) coordinates, and includes the determination of the
maximum-torque per ampere (MTPA) and maximum-torque
per voltage (MTPV) profiles, as well as the maximum torque
per speed profile (MTPS) achievable for the different supply
voltages [10].
The proposed method does not require a dedicated test rig
or a climatic chamber for the experimental activity. Indeed,
the no-load and locked-rotor tests for the measurements of the
equivalent circuit parameters are executed at ambient
temperature without mounting the machine on a test bench
[11], [12]. Besides the reduced test setup complexity, this
approach also saves the time required for the machine thermal
stabilization if the efficiency had to be measured at different
temperatures. Since the parameters required as input by the
proposed procedure can be easily measured, detailed
information about the design data of the electrical machine,
such as dimensions, winding specifications, etc. are not
required. If these data are available, the parameters of the IM
equivalent circuit could also be estimated replicating the noload and locked-rotor tests by analytical or finite element
analyses. Obviously, also the complete set of efficiency maps
might be obtained through numerical simulations, but at the
cost of burdensome computational times, in particular, if FEM
three-dimensional models are used [13]-[15].
As the electromagnetic and the thermal time constants
under variable speed/load profiles are substantially different,
the proposed approach has been conceived for computing the
IM efficiency maps in ‘off-line’ with respect to the
comprehensive system simulations. This paper reports stepby-step the proposed mapping methodology and its validation
using an 11 kW, 4 poles, 50 Hz squirrel cage induction motor.
The efficiency maps for different operating conditions have
been computed by the algorithm using the measured machine
parameters as input data. The obtained results are compared
with measurements conducted on the machine in load
conditions.
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Although it is not directly shown in Fig. 1, the effect of the
magnetic saturation on both the coupling factors of stator ks
and rotor kr and total leakage coefficient σ, is included. Indeed,
such parameters are computed as shown in (2).
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Fig. 1: Induction machine steady-state equivalent circuit in rotor fluxoriented (d,q) coordinates.

II. INDUCTION MACHINE MODELING
The proposed efficiency mapping consist of an analytic
model based on the IM equivalent circuit in rotor flux-oriented
(d,q) coordinates [16]. In detail, d-axis corresponds to the
position of the rotor flux linkage vector. Thus, the
electromagnetic behavior of the machine in steady-state
conditions can be expressed as in (1), where 𝑉 , , λ , , and
𝐼 ̅ , are the stator voltage vector, stator flux linkage vector,
and equivalent current vector, respectively.
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In (2), it is remarked the dependency of the magnetizing
inductance Lm on the d-axis component of the equivalent
current. In other words, this current assumes the meaning of
magnetizing current when the IM model in rotor flux-oriented
(d,q) coordinates is considered.
Once the parameters of the equivalent circuit are
determined for the different supply voltages, frequencies and
working temperatures, the machine loss components can be
reasonably computed for the different working points in the
complete torque-speed range. In detail, the stator and rotor
Joule losses are computed considering the impact of the
machine temperature and frequency on the resistances, while
the iron losses are calculated considering the magnetic circuit
loading, including the saturation. The additional stray load
losses of the machine can be considered as a percentage of the
actual mechanical power, as also suggested by international
Standards for some IM efficiency test methods [11], [12].
Therefore, by the power balance applied to the IM model in
(1), the electromagnetic torque is computed as in (3).
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The use of the equivalent current vector 𝐼 ̅ , allows
separating the portion of stator current that is directly related
to the flux- and torque- productions from that related to the
iron losses. The rotor quantities in terms of flux linkage vector
λ , and current vector 𝐼 ̅ , are reported to the stator. The
mechanical and synchronous speeds are indicated with ωr and
ωe. Finally, the variable s denotes the slip. Concerning the IM
parameters, Rs, RFe, and Rr stand for the stator resistance, the
equivalent resistance of the iron losses, and rotor resistance
(referred to the stator), respectively. The stator inductance and
the magnetizing inductance are denoted with Ls and Lm. The
rotor coupling factor and the total leakage coefficient are
denoted with kr and σ, respectively. Finally, p stands for the
pole pairs of the machine.

Including in the power balance the friction & windage
losses, hereafter denoted with Tfw, the net torque at the
machine shaft Tshaft is computed by (4), where the minus is
used for motor operations, while the sum for generator mode.
It has been highlighted the dependency of the friction effects
on the mechanical rotor speed ωr.

The equation system in (1) leads to the equivalent circuit
shown in Fig. 1, where ks stands for the stator coupling factor,
while Lls and Llr are the stator and rotor leakage inductances,
respectively. It is important to remark that the proposed
approach does not consider constant machine parameters.
Therefore, the equivalent circuit in Fig. 1 highlights the
variations of RFe on the frequency f and supply voltage Vs, as
well as the dependence of the stator and rotor resistances on
the respective temperatures (i.e. θs and θr). Moreover, the
model also considers the dependency of the rotor resistance on
the slip frequency sf, as well as the contribution of the stator
leakage fluxes to the iron losses [17].

In particular, for each supply frequency, the different
voltage levels applied during the tests allow defining a set of
values for the magnetizing inductance in function of the
equivalent magnetizing current Lm(Ieq,d), a set of values for the
iron resistance in function of the supply voltage and frequency
𝑅 𝑉 , 𝑓 . The no-load tests also allow modeling the
mechanical losses 𝑃 𝑓 with a polynomial function of the
synchronous speed or the frequency. On the other hand, the
locked-rotor test performed at a reduced supply voltage allows
defining the leakage inductances. This test, executed at
different frequencies, allows taking into account the skin
effect on the stator and rotor resistances.
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III. MEASUREMENT OF THE MODEL PARAMETERS
According to the IM modeling (1) – (4), the proposed
mapping approach requires in input the equivalent circuit
parameters which can be obtained by performing the no-load
and locked-rotor tests in accordance to the standard
procedures, supplying the machine at different frequency
levels [11], [12].

TABLE I
MAIN DATA FOR THE IM UNDER TEST
Pole count
Rated power
Rated speed
Rated rms voltage
Rated rms current
Rated frequency
Connection

800

4
11 kW
1440 rpm
400 V/230 V
21.5 A/37.5 A
50 Hz
star/delta

60 Hz

500

50 Hz

100

UNDER TEST AT THE RATED FLUX AND RATED FREQUENCY

The no-load and locked-rotor tests for the determination of
the sets of equivalent circuit parameters have been done
supplying the machine with a sinusoidal power supply in the
frequency range 30 Hz – 80 Hz. Table II summarizes the
measured parameters at the rated supply voltage and
frequency, and the conventional temperature of 75 °C.

0

0

400

500

Fig. 3: Magnetizing inductance vs. no-load rms current measured for the
machine under test (star connection).
0.8

The magnetizing inductance versus the no-load current is
shown in Fig. 3. It should be noted that in no-load conditions,
the no-load current practically corresponds to the equivalent
d-axis current (Ieq,d) due to the low impact of the PFe + Pfw
losses. The figure also well shows the saturation phenomenon
in the machine magnetic circuit for high magnetizing currents.
Finally, Fig. 4 shows the friction & windage torque as a
function of the shaft speed ωr. The obtained parabolic trend
has been determined extrapolating at zero speed the curves of
the no-load powers measured at the different supply voltages
and frequencies.

0.1

The proposed mapping algorithm is structured in five
subsequent steps, as schematically shown in the flow diagram
in Fig. 5 and thoroughly described hereafter.

300

Fig. 2: Iron loss resistance RFe vs. the stator phase back-emf measured for the
machine under test at different supply frequencies (star connection).
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THE MAPPING ALGORITHM

200

Stator phase back emf, V

The variation of the iron loss resistance RFe versus the
stator voltage for the different supply frequencies is shown in
Fig. 2, where the black markers represent the measured points.
This figure shows that, increasing the voltage level, RFe
increases smoothly until the rated flux is achieved; beyond
these values the iron loss resistance slightly reduces again
because of the iron losses increase. As expected, Fig. 2 also
shows that as the ratio Vs/f increases, the iron resistance
decreases, leading to higher losses.

IV.

100

Magnetizing inductance, mH

A. Parameter measurements for the machine under test
The main data for the Total Enclosed Fan Cooled (TEFC)
induction motor considered for the validation of the proposed
mapping procedure are listed in Table I.

30 Hz

300

EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT PARAMETERS MEASURED FOR THE IM

Note that, the temperature effect on the stator and rotor
resistances is taken into account through the resistivity
variation coefficients in the data post-elaboration in the
mapping algorithm.

40 Hz

400

200

295 mΩ
454 mΩ
500 Ω
77 mH
2.7 mH
3.9 mH

70 Hz

600

TABLE II

Stator resistance Rs @ θs = 75°C
Rotor resistance Rr @ θr = 75°C
Iron loss resistance RFe
Magnetizing inductance Lm
Stator leakage inductance Lls
Rotor leakage inductance Llr

80 Hz

700

0.6
0.5
0.4
0.3
0.2

0

0

500

1000

1500

2000

2500

Rotor speed, rpm
Fig. 4: Friction & windage torque vs. the speed for the machine under test.

A. Step 1: Flux & Current maps
The evaluation of each electromagnetic quantity (flux,
voltage, current) is performed on a predefined equivalent (d,q)
current map 𝐼 ̅ , , whose limits depend on the maximum
magnetizing current Ieq,d-max, and the maximum phase current
Imax. The first limit is related to the maximum allowed
magnetizing current Im-max, while the second one usually
corresponds to the current constraint of the motor – supply
system.

Therefore, the equivalent current map in (d,q) coordinates
consists of a regular grid, whose step ΔI is selected according
to the desired resolution, and the current limits are computed
as in (5).
 I eq , d  min  0
d  axis : 
 I eq , d  max  I m  max
2
2
I
 eq , q  min   I max  I eq , d  max
q  axis : 
2
 I eq2 , d  max
 I eq , q  max   I max
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Therefore, for each electrical pulsation ωe that supplies the
machine in the speed range from 0 up to the maximum speed,
the map of the mechanical speed 𝜔
is computed by (9),
where ωslip is negative for generator mode.
map
 emap  map
r
slip

I smap

map
Tshaft

YES

Step 3
Maximum torque
per speed profile

 e   e,max
NO

Tshaft

B. Step 2: Electrical and mechanical variables computation
At this step, the proposed mapping approach requires the
computation of all the electrical and mechanical quantities in
the complete speed range using the flux and current maps
previsouly computed. For this purpose, the maps for the slip
speeds in the different working points are firstly computed
by (8), where 𝐿
are the maps of the rotor inductance,
whose values depend on the equivalent d-axis current and
rotor frequency. The set of values for the rotor resistances is
obtained referring the measured value at the different rotor
temperatures considered for the analysis.

Rr (r )

Temmap

(6)

and σ
are the maps of the stator
In (6), 𝐿
inductance and the total leakage factor. It is important to
highlight that the ‘.*’ and ‘./’ operators between two maps
corresponds to element-wise products and division between
matrices, respectively. In accordance to (3), once the maps for
the equivalent currents and stator fluxes are obtained, the map
for the electromagnetic torque is 𝑇
computed by (7), both
for motoring and generator mode.
3
map
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Combining the IM model in (1) with the variable
magnetizing inductance Lm(Ieq,d) obtained from the no-load
tests (Fig. 3), the stator fluxes are computed for each point of
the equivalent current map. Therefore, the stator (d,q) flux
maps Λ , , Λ , are computed as shown in (6).



Vmax

(9)

Hence, for each mechanical speed, the mechanical net
torque can be computed subtracting from the electromagnetic
torque the friction & windage component determined by tests
(Fig. 4):
map
(10)
Tshaft
 Temmap  T fwmap

n

Step 4
Map points grid

M /G
Tmax

YES

Vmax
I max

Step 5
IM Efficiency Mapping

M /G
T  Tmax
n  nmax

NO
END
Fig. 5: Flow diagram of the proposed efficiency mapping.

For each ωe value, the back-emf can be computed by the
stator (d,q) fluxes:
map
map
map
Esmap  e  map
s , d . * s , d   s ,q . *  s , q

(11)

and the supply frequency are known, the iron
When 𝐸
loss resistance 𝑅
.can be extracted by the experimental
measurements (see Fig. 2). Finally, the maps of the stator
voltages and the stator currents, can be computed as specified
in (12) and (13), respectively.
map
map
map
map
Vsmap
,d  Rs (s )  I eq ,d  e   s , q  e  Rs (s )   s ,q . / RFe

 map
map
map
map
map
Vs ,q  Rs (s )  I eq ,q  e   s ,d  e  Rs (s )   s ,d . / RFe
 map
map
map
map
map
Vs  Vs ,d .*Vs ,d  Vs ,q .*Vs ,q

map
map
map
 I smap
, d  I eq ,d  e   s , q . / RFe

 map
map
map
map
 I s ,q  I eq ,q  e   s ,d . / RFe
 map
map
map
map
map
 I s  I s ,d .* I s ,d  I s ,q .* I s ,q

(12)

(13)

C. Step 3: Maximum-torque per speed profile
At this step, for each speed value, the working points that
overcome the current and voltage limits of the machine or
supply power converter must be ruled out by the maps.
Therefore, the developed mapping algorithm considers only
the working points that satisfy the following constraints:

V  V 2  V 2  2V
s ,d
s ,q
max
 s

2
2
 I s  I s ,d  I s ,q  I max

MTPV M

MTPA M

(14)

where Vmax represents the sinusoidal voltage limit for the
supply and, as aforementioned, Imax is the amplitude limit of
the phase current for the motor – supply system.

Obviously, the available maximum voltage strongly
affects the MTPS profiles, markedly reducing the base speed
at which the flux weakening operation occurs, thus reducing
the MTPA operation of the machine. Moreover, it is noted
how in generation mode, the flux weakening occurs for a
speed value higher than in motoring mode. This difference is
related to the sign change of both the slip speed and the voltage
drops on the stator resistances. However, the sign-changing of
the slip speed has a higher impact since it leads to a lower
amplitude of the stator voltages for a given amplitude of the
stator flux linkage. Finally, it is noted how for low values of
the maximum supply voltage, the MTPV operation starts in
the low/medium speed range of the machine.
On the other hand, Fig. 7 shows examples of MTPS
profiles computed considering a maximum rms voltage equal
to 250 V, and variable stator and rotor temperatures. Please
note that these results have been obtained considering the
same temperature values both for the stator and the rotor parts.
However, it has been found that the temperature increase
marginally impacts the MTPS profile, slightly reducing the
base speed at which the flux weakening region starts. This is
caused by the increment of the voltage drop on the stator
resistance with the temperature.
D. Step 4: Map points grid
Once the MPTS profiles have been determined, it is
possible to define the working points in the torque-speed plane
where the efficiency values have to be computed. The number
of points per map depends on the selected resolutions in terms
of torque (ΔTshaft) and speed (Δn) steps. These values have to
be accurately selected as a compromise between efficiency
maps resolution and computational time required for the step
5 execution. Figure 8 shows an example of an efficiency map
point grid for defined MTPS profiles in motor and generator
operations.

Fig. 6: Example of MTPS profiles computed at different dc-link voltages and
fixed stator and rotor temperatures (θs = θr = 25°C).

MTPV M

MTPA M

MTPA G

MTPV G

Fig. 7: Example of MTPS profiles computed at different stator and rotor
temperatures (θs = θr) and fixed maxim voltage (Vmax = 250V).

Tshaft
Torque, Nm

This results in the computation of the maximum torque per
speed (MTPS) profiles at the different supply voltages and
machine operating temperatures considered in the analysis. In
detail, the MTPS consists of finding the maximum (motoring)
and minimum (generator) shaft torques for each mechanical
speed. Examples of MTPS profiles computed by the mapping
are shown in Fig 6 and in Fig. 7. In particular, Fig. 6 has been
obtained considering a constant temperature value equal to
25 °C both for the stator and the rotor, and two different values
of the maximum rms phase voltage.

MTPV G

MTPA G

n

Fig. 8: Example of an efficiency map point (maximum voltage of 250 V,
stator and rotor temperatures of 25 °C) for defined MTPS profiles in motor
and generator operations.
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Fig. 9: Example of efficiency maps for different maximum line-to-line rms voltages and temperatures using the maximum efficiency strategy.

E. Step 5: IM Efficiency Mapping
For each point of the torque-speed map, the
electromagnetic torque can be provided by different
(Ieq,d , Ied,q) combinations.
Depending on the final application, different criteria can
be assumed to select the most convenient current components.
Among them, it is worth mentioning the control strategies that
maximize the machine efficiency, or those which minimize
the stator Joule losses minimizing the absorbed stator current.
Obviously, for each working point, the power supply system
applies at the machine terminals a voltage level that depends
on the considered supply strategy.
For this purpose, the developed mapping algorithm
computes for each working point the motor loss components.
In detail, the Joule losses for a three-phase machine are
computed by the well-known equation in (15), where Is and
Is,q are peak values.

3
3
PJ   Rs (s )  I s2   Rr (r )  kr2  I s2, q
2
2

(15)

The iron losses are computed by (16), where RFe in
function of the stator voltage and supply frequency could be
determined experimentally (see Fig. 2) or estimated
analytically, and Es corresponds to the back-emf voltage
applied at the iron resistance terminals and computed by (11).

Es2
3
PFe  
2 RFe (Vs , f )

(16)

The friction & windage losses Pfw are obtained by (17),
where Tfw for the different rotational speeds has been
determined experimentally (see Fig. 4)

Pfw  T fw  r

(17)

Finally, in the developed mapping algorithm, the total IM
losses are computed by (18), where the additional stray load
loss component PSLL are assumed negligible for the present
case of study.
Ploss ,tot  PJ  PFe  Pl  PSLL

(18)

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)
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0.6
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0.8

0.9
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Fig. 10: Example of efficiency maps for maximum line-to-line rms voltages and temperatures using the minimum Joule losses strategy.

Therefore, if the selected IM supply strategy consists on
the efficiency maximization, the mapping algorithm selects
for each working point the (d,q) current components that
minimizes the overall losses computed by (18). Otherwise, if
the supply strategy aims at minimizing the stator Joule losses,
the algorithm selects the current components that minimize
(15).
V. COMPUTED EFFICIENCY MAPS OF THE TESTED MOTOR
The mapping algorithm provides in output a set of
efficiency maps in the torque-speed plane, computed for each
combination of maximum available rms voltage and operating
temperature considered for the analyses. In Fig. 9 are reported
some example of maps computed for the motor under test
when a supply strategy that maximize the machine efficiency
is considered. Similarly, Fig. 10 shows the efficiency maps
computed considering supply strategy that minimize the
machine stator Joule losses.
It has been verified that the two considered supply
strategies do not present significant differences in terms of
efficiency because the IM under test is an industrial TEFC
motor with relative low iron losses (with respect to the stator
and rotor Joule losses), expecially in overloaded conditions.

In any case, it was found that the adopted algorithim is able
to discriminate between the two control strategies. In
particular, for the same operation point, the efficiency results
are slightly higher in the maximum efficiency control (Fig. 9)
with respect to the minimum Juole loss starategy – see Fig. 10.
As expected, the obtained maps significantly depend on the
maximum available voltage; indeed, for higher voltage levels,
the flux weakening operation starts for high-speed values, thus
extending the constant torque region. Also, the results show
the effect of the temperature on the machine losses, where
higher working temperatures affect the machine efficiency
negatively.
VI. EXPERIMENTAL VALIDATIONS
For the validation of the proposed mapping algorithm, the
induction motor under test has been mounted on a test rig in
order to measure its efficiency in different working points (see
Fig. 11).
The rotor shaft has been coupled to a driving machine
acting as a prime mover. Besides, the torque and the speed has
been measured with a shaft transducer, allowing the direct
method efficiency measurements, also known as the inputoutput method.

TABLE III
ESTIMATED AND MEASURED STATOR CURRENTS

Test
point
A
B
C
D
E
F

Speed

Torque

769 rpm
1377 rpm
1435 rpm
1477 rpm
1954 rpm
2002 rpm

106 Nm
109 Nm
73 Nm
36 Nm
60 Nm
48 Nm

Rms
voltage
137
229
231
232
230
231

Stator current, Arms
Algorithm
Measured
59.7
59.1
61.2
59.3
40.1
38.7
23.9
23.1
48.4
49.2
35.4
35.0

(*) Line-to-line fundamental component of the PWM voltage.
TABLE IV
ESTIMATED AND MEASURED EFFICIENCIES

Fig. 11: Induction motor under test during the efficiency measurement in
load conditions for the validation of the proposed mapping approach.

Test
point
A
B
C
D
E
F

Efficiency
Algorithm
Measured
76.0 %
74.0 %
89.7 %
89.3 %
87.3 %
87.0 %
82.9 %
82.3 %
83.0 %
81.2 %
83.7 %
79.0 %

Error
2.00 %
0.45 %
0.34 %
0.73 %
2.80 %
3.15 %

The developed IM efficiency mapping features short
computational time, considering different frequencies and
voltage levels without knowing the machine design data. Also
different control strategies and reference temperatures can be
easily taken into account. Last but not least, the off-line
algorithim provides the optimal current values for the control
of the electric drives.
REFERENCES
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Fig. 12: Computed efficiency map and tested points for a stator temperature
of 100 °C and a maximum rated voltage of 230 V (delta connection).
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